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Abstract—Targeted drug delivery system is believed as one
of the most promising solutions for cancer treatment due to its
low-dose requirement and less side effects. However, both passive
targeting and active targeting rely on systemic blood circulation
and diffusion, which is actually not the real “active” drug
delivery. In this paper, an ant-behavior inspired nanonetwork
composing of intelligent nanomachines is proposed. The small
intelligent nanomachines can coordinate with each other to find
the most effective path to the tumour cell for drug transportation.
The framework and mechanism of this cooperative network are
presented followed by validating simulations.

Index Terms—ant, NanoNet, molecular communication, tar-
geted drug delivery, cancer therapy

I. INTRODUCTION

Cancer, which involves the abnormal cell growth, is among
the leading causes of death for years worldwide. Once it goes
into stage IV with metastasis, cancer/tumor cells spread to
other parts of body via lymphatic or blood vessels, then the
mortality rate becomes significantly higher. Chemotherapy is
a widely used cancer treatment method for many types of
cancers, by which the anti-cancer drugs are introduced into the
blood stream, address cancer, and stop cancer cell division by
killing them. The major drawbacks of chemotherapy include
the inefficacy and the serious side-effect where the drugs not
only kill cancer cells, but also kill other normal cells.

A. Targeted Drug Delivery

Targeted drug delivery is a method of delivering medication
to specific parts of the body where there is solely diseased
tissue, thereby avoiding interaction with healthy tissue [1].
In this way, the targeted delivery can improve efficacy while
reducing side-effects. Targeted drug delivery is classified as
passive targeting and active targeting. In passive targeting,
by cloaking the drug-loaded nanoparticle with some sort of
coating, the drugs are able to stay in circulation for a longer
period of time. Active targeting of drug-loaded nanoparticles
enhances the effects of passive targeting to make the nanopar-
ticle more specific to a target site. The examples include the
use of cell-specific ligands or pH responsive materials.
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B. Motivation

We found that no matter passive targeting or active targeting,
the movement of the drug-loaded nanoparticles is passive,
relying on systemic blood circulation and diffusion, which
makes the drug delivery less efficient and slow. There is no
intelligence with the nanoparticles to “actively” move towards
targeted tumour cell. It is envisioned that in the future the
intelligent nanorobot can be used for targeted drug delivery,
which can actively and intelligently move close to the target.
Due to the limited size, at least in its early stage the nanorobot
would be resource constraint with simple intelligence, and can
only carry a tiny amount of drugs.

Inspired by the ant colony [2], where each individual ant
only has very limited resources and ability, but the groups of
the ants can form remarkable collective intelligence, we pro-
pose a similar nanorobot network (NanoNet) for the targeted
drug delivery scenario in cancer therapy. The aim is that by the
collaboration of the nanorobot/nanomachines via molecular
communication [3], the formed NanoNet can intelligently find
the best path to the tumour cells and transport drugs.

C. Contributions

In this paper, we propose the framework and mecha-
nism of NanoNet for intelligent targeted drug delivery. The
nanorobot/nanomachines collaborate by molecular commu-
nication to asymptotically find the best route towards the
destination, i.e., the tumour cell. Simulations are performed
to validate the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism.

II. FRAMEWORK

The overall goal is to deliver drugs to the destination, i.e.,
the tumour cell. In the proposed framework, the entire delivery
process is composed of two steps, as shown in Fig. 1. For
the first step, a big nanomachine, which contains many small
nanomachines and drugs, moves in the blood vessel and is
anchored on the blood vessel wall in the vicinity of the tumour
cell. For the second step, the small nanomachines carry drugs
from the big nanomachine, which is named as “home”, to the
destination among cells repeatedly.

The small nanomachines are more size constraint than the
big nanomachine, and they need to coordinate with each other
to find the best route between the home and the destination,
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Fig. 1: Framework of NanoNet.

which is much complicated, therefore, in this paper we focus
on the mechanism of the second step.

III. PROPOSED MECHANISM AND DISCUSSION

It is assumed that there are Q small nanomachines carrying
drugs starting from the home. Initially they wander randomly,
and upon finding the destination (assuming that there is only
one destination) they drop the drugs and return to the home.
The drug carrying process repeats. The small nanomachines
can release molecules, e.g., pheromones, when they travel.
Those molecules are the signals for the communications
among small nanomachines. They are non-diffusive and evap-
orate over time. The small nanomachine has the ability to walk
in the direction of high concentration molecules.

Because the small nanomachines move between home and
destination back and forth, they lay down molecule trails. A
shorter path, would get marched over more frequently (the
nanomachine which follows shorter path will come back ear-
lier than others), and thus the molecule density becomes higher
on shorter paths than longer ones. If other nanomachine find
such a path, they are likely not to keep traveling at random,
but instead to follow the trail, returning and reinforcing it
if they eventually find the destination. The positive feedback
eventually leads to the nanomachines following a single path.

A. Discussion

The proposed mechanism actually forms an optimization
problem to find the shortest path by distributed computing as

argmin
∀path∈P

d(path) (1)

where d(path) is the distance for certain path and P is the space
of all possible paths. The small nanomachines are autonomous
computational entities and they communicate by molecular
communication via the released non-diffusive molecules.

The conditions for the convergence to the optimal solu-
tion rely on several factors, such as evaporation rate, home-
destination distance, the number of nanomachines, molecule
releasing rate, etc. For example, molecule evaporation has the
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Fig. 2: Molecule concentration on the mesh graph for different
iterations.

advantage of avoiding the convergence to a locally optimal
solution. If there were no evaporation at all, the paths chosen
by the first ants would tend to be excessively attractive to the
following ones. In that case, the exploration of the solution
space would be constrained.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The map is simplified as a 10× 10 mesh graph. The home
and destination are at (2, 2) and (9, 9). There are 40 small
nanomachines. The evaporation rate is set to 0.05. There
are two kinds of molecules released by small nanomachines,
representing home and destination. When the nanomachine
leaves home to destination, it starts to lay down “home”
molecules. The “home” molecules can give the information
of the home location for other small nanomachines. As the
nanomachine goes far away from home, the releasing rate of
the “home” molecules decreases.

Fig. 2 shows the concentration summation of the two kinds
of molecules on the trails after 60, 70, 160 and 1,000 iterations.
It can be seen that after 1,000 iterations, the single path is
formed clearly. The nanomachines will walk on this path to
transport drugs. The conditions of the convergence to the
shortest path will be studied in future.
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